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Colored Dry shake surface hardener for Stamped concrete.
DIFINITION
Novo Color Top is a ready to use dry. shake color
hardener. It is formulated to be easily integrated into
the surface of the freshly placed concrete.
Novo Color Top consists of a special grade of very
hard-wearing aggregates, cement, additives for high
workability and pigment.
Novo Color Top easy to apply to fresh wet concrete
by band trowel, mechanicals trowel and stamps forms.
Regarding the monolithic property, it is easy to avoid
the problems of thin screeds such as, shrinkage curling
and etc…

BASE CONCRETE




Procedures.
 At this point the concrete should be floated with
a wood or Magnesium bull floats.

APPLICATION


USES




It is regular1y used as a floor hardening and
coloring agent with flat work and stamped concrete
to stimulate the look of brick stone, tile, slate, etc.
Novo Color Top is also used in institutional,
industrial, commercial and residential applications
for flat concrete floors where abrasion resistance
and colored floor is desired.






provides hard, durable, abrasion resistance hard
capes. it offers streak-free, uniform color in a wide
color selection.
Due to its dense surface, it is longer wearing, easier
to maintain, and more resistance to the effects of
freeze thaw cycles.
Special colors according to customer needs

COVERAGE

After initial floating and all excess bleed water
dispersed, broadcast first application Novo Color
Top using about 60% of recommended amount and
let it remain on the surface for several minutes or
until Novo Color Top has wetted out sufficiently,
then float with a wood or magnesium float.
Immediately broadcast the second application with
remaining of Novo Color Top and let it went out for
several minutes then trowel it.

NON-SKID FINISH


ADVANTAGES


The same plant should batch all concrete to avoid
variation.
All concrete should be placed at the same slump.
Concrete should be placed and screened with normal



To achieve a non-skid finish, broadcast second
application of Novo Color Top and do not trowel or
work into concrete, let it sit for a few minutes or until
ready to stamp apply release powder and stamp as
usual, this will produce a more textured nonskid
surface.
After the concrete has achieved its setting the release
agent may be removed by pressure rinsing with a
high-power pressure cleaner, or a soap and water
solution and scrubbed with a broom.

SEALER

3 Kg/m² Light duty.

To protect and help cure the concrete, two coats of Novo
Guard Clear sealer are recommended.

5 Kg/m² Medium duty.

HEALTH AND SAFTY

7 Kg/m² heavy duty.
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Wear protective cloths, gloves, glasses and face
protection.
For skin contact, remove it by soap and clean water.
For eye contact rinse with plenty clean water and
then seek medical advice.
For more details, require safety data sheet for the
product.
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